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Abstract

the CVS commits associated with these applications.
(CVS is a version control system widely used in the
open source community [8].)

In the information retrieval approach to component
retrieval, component profiles are usually extracted
from the natural language documentation of the library. Researchers have observed that this method
works well with libraries that include extensive documentation, such as Unix man pages. In this paper,
we consider an alternative approach where we use
information obtained by examining library usage in
existing applications. Specifically, we mine so-called
"association rules" in CVS commits associated with
the applications. (CVS is a version control system
widely used in the open source community.) Our approach has the advantage that library documentation
is not required and that as more applications are developed using the library, our system will automatically improve in the kinds of queries that it can answer.

First, we motivate the advantage of looking at applications that use a library instead of looking at the
library itself. First of all, the library may not be well
documented, either internally in comments or in external documents. This is often the case with open
source code. While it may be true that some applications are not well-documented either, it is unlikely that the majority of applications have no useful documentation — particularly since we look at
CVS comments, which tend to be meaningful in the
open source community. Second, as more applications are developed using the the library, our system
will automatically improve in the kinds of queries
that it can answer — including some queries that
may not have been anticipated nor documented by
the library developers. For example, it may be that
the library documentation does not mention “double
buffering” anywhere (which is a technique used to
reduce screen flicker) but that several applications
have used library components to implement double
buffering, and those words are used in the CVS commits to describe the double buffering code in the application.

1 Introduction
In this paper, we present a new approach to building component retrieval systems that differs from existing approaches in two fundamental ways: (1) the
ranking of library components for a given query is
determined by analyzing library usage in existing
applications — not by looking at the library documentation (whether internal or external); and (2) instead of simply looking at the most recent version of
the application code that use the library, we look at

Second, we motivate the reasoning behind looking
at CVS commits in the applications. We have observed that open source developers are more likely
to write CVS comments than actual code comments.
We believe this to be the result of two factors. First,
1

open source developers often use CVS comments as
an opportunity to describe their changes to other developers so that everyone is made aware of progress
and development directions. Second, CVS comments need not be of as high quality as code comments since few people will see them, so open source
developers are more likely to write them quickly
without worrying too much about whether they are
of sufficient quality to avoid embarrassment.
Our CVS-based approach takes advantage of the
fact that: (1) a CVS comment typically describes the
lines of code involved in the commit; and (2) that this
description will typically hold for many future versions. In other words, we look at previous versions
to better understand the current version.
Elaborating on point (1), observe that the comment in a CVS commit not only describes the change
made but also indirectly describes the purpose of the
lines of code involved in that change (e.g., "added
footnote feature" indirectly reveals that the lines involved in the commit have something to do with footnotes). Moreover, we find that CVS commit comments tend to be succinct and right to the point —
whereas code comments may vary across many levels of abstraction.
With respect to point (2), we note that the purpose
of lines usually does not change often — even if the
contents of the lines do. For example, mouse handling code will remain just that in many future versions even if some details change throughout the evolution of an application.
In the open source community, CVS commits tend
to be fine grained — particularly in large projects
with many developers — since the smaller the commit, the less likely it will yield conflicts with commits from other developers. Consequently, CVS
commits tend to characterize one well-defined addition or change to the application. For example,
a developer may have added code to support drag
and drop, and so the corresponding commit would
characterize the concept of drag and drop — both in
the commit comment (which says “added drag and
drop” or something similar) as well as in the com-

mit code (which makes use of the corresponding library classes and functions necessary to implement
drag and drop).1 Consequently, one can find library
classes and functions relevant to the drag and drop
query.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains our technique for building
a component retrieval system based on usage of the
library in existing applications. Section 3 describes
our tool, which we have used on real-life KDE libraries and applications. Section 4 discusses related
work. Section 5 summarizes the paper, concluding
with future work.

2 Technique
First, we shall give a brief example to motivate our
technique. Suppose we would like to know how
to do “drag and drop” using the KDE GUI framework. One way to do this is to look at CVS commits
of KDE applications. Specifically, we look at two
sources of information in each commit: (1) the words
in the commit comment; and (2) the words found in
the commit code. We would expect to find the words
“drag” and “drop” mentioned in the comments, as
well as some abbreviations such as “dnd” which may
also be used as queries. Moreover, we would expect
to find relevant library classes, such as QDropEvent
and QDragEnterEvent, and functions, such as acceptDrag() and dragCopy().
As a first approximation, we look for commits
with “drag” and “drop” in their comment and then
analyze the library classes and functions that tend
to be found in the code of such commits. However,
we also look for “drag” and “drop” in the code itself
because the commit comments are not always adequate. Observe for example that the classes and functions mentioned above all contain “drag” or “drop”
1

Our approach makes use of both the commit comment and
commit code for component retrieval. Thus, even if CVS comments are not very good, one can still use the information in the
corresponding commit code to search for library components.
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Figure 1: Three versions of kview_view.cc are shown: (1) v. 48 before commit on left; (2) v. 49 after
commit in middle; and (3) v. 68 (most recent) on right.
algorithm in what follows.2
Consider a file at version  which is then modified and committed into the CVS repository yielding version  . Moreover, suppose the user entered
   a comment  which is associated with the triple
    .
By performing a diff3 between versions  and 
of , we can determine lines that are modified or
inserted in version  ; we associate comment 
with all such lines. (Figure 1 shows such a diff, visually, between two successive versions of a file where
 ; modified or inserted lines in version  are
shaded.)
We are interested in a component retrieval system
that characterizes library usage in the present, not at
some point in the past. For example, library API for
drag and drop may change at some point and so application code would have to be adapted. If we sim-

in the name, so we would likely find many commits containing drag and drop code even if the corresponding commit comment does not explicitly mention drag and drop.
In what follows, we shall elaborate on two key
steps in this process: (1) associating past CVS
comments with the most recent version of the
code; and (2) the data mining done to rank library
classes/functions given the query.

2.1 CVS Comments

The first step in our approach is to produce a mapping between CVS comments and the lines of code
to which they refer in applications that make use of
the library. Here we are only interested in the lines
of code found in the newest version of each file. Observe that a line may be involved in multiple commits
2
Details can be found in our paper on CVSSearch [6].
3
in which case it would have multiple CVS comments
We actually use a somewhat more advanced version of GNU
associated with it. We give a brief overview of the diff that detects “similar” lines [6].
3

ply looked at the code in the past commits, we could
possibly return the wrong library classes/functions.
However, note that the purpose of drag and drop
code would remain the same — even if the code itself changes somewhat — and so the CVS comment
describing the code as implementing drag and drop
would remain to be correct.
Consequently, we are interested in associating past
CVS comments with the most recent version of each
file (so that we can identify the most current library
usage). This means we need a propagation phase
during which the comments associated with version

of  are “propagated” to the corresponding lines
 
.This is
in the most recent version of  , say 
done by performing diffs on successive versions of 
to track the movement of these lines across versions
(even in the presence of changes to the lines themselves) until we reach version  . (Figure 1 shows
the final outcome of this propagation phase in the
third file which has version   . Observe how
the lines are matched up across versions 49 and 68
even though the line numbers have changed due to
deletions/additions of preceding lines in the file over
time.)

tially useful information (such as knowledge rules, constraints, regularities) from
data [16].
Association Rules We shall mine the CVS commit
data in a way that is similar to the mining of associ!#"
ation rules [1]. Let 
be a set of
literals, called items. An association rule is an implication of the form $&%(')*,+.-0/ 12%435)7698;: , where
<>=
=
<A@
 ,?
 , and
?BDC . For brevity, we also
<
write this as /E? .
For example, suppose that people who purchase
bread and butter also tend to purchase milk. In
that case, the corresponding association rule is
<
“bread F butter / milk”. The antecedent of the rule
consists of bread and butter and the consequent ?
consists of milk.
Such rules are useful for analyzing data. For example, to determine how one might boost the sales
of milk, one could look for rules that have “milk” in
the consequent. To determine the impact of discontinuing the sale of butter, one could find all rules that
have “butter” in the antecedent.
Let G be a set of transactions, where each transaction H is a set of items (itemset) such that HJID .
<
We say that a rule /K? holds in transaction set G
with support LM if +NM of transactions in G contain
<PO
? . Support is an indication of the importance
of the rule. If it is only supported by a few transactions, then we are not likely to care much about it.
For example, one rule that is supported by 10% of
transactions would be considered significantly more
important than one supported by only 0.5% of transactions.
<
We say that a rule
/
? holds in transaction
set G with confidence QM if QM of transactions in G
<
that contain
also contain ? . Confidence is an indication of rule strength. Returning to our example,
suppose we find that in 60% of transactions in which
customers purchase bread and butter, they also purchase milk.
While confidence is meant to be an indicator of

2.2 Data Mining
Given the information in the commit comments and
code, we can now build a component retrieval system. Of course, many information retrieval strategies have been tried in component retrieval systems [3, 5, 9, 12]. However, these typically rely
on the availability of high quality external documentation. In our case, the granularity of commits
varies (in some cases a commit involves multiple unrelated changes). Moreover, the quality of commit
comments and code comments/naming conventions
is highly variable. To discover library usage in this
noisy data, we use data mining, which may be defined as follows:
The process of nontrivial extraction of
implicit, previously unknown and poten4

rule strength, it can be misleading. For example, it
may be that 65% of transactions involve the purchase
of milk, so the presence of bread and butter would actually decrease the likelihood of finding milk. Generally, frequent consequents present a problem to the
confidence measure.
Consequently, two other measures have been considered for rule strength: interest and conviction [4].
In probability terms, the confidence of
is
/






$
 -
$ - , where $
 - is the probability of
O

finding items
 in a transaction and $ - is the
probability of finding items in a transaction. To
address the problem of frequent consequents  , the
interest measure has been proposed:    . Ob 
serve that interest characterizes the departure
from
independence of and  . However, as the formula
is symmetric, it is a measure of co-occurrence rather
than implication.
The conviction measure addresses the problem
of frequent consequents and provides implication.
Conviction is defined as   . Suppose that

 
  
is found
$ -
$ - , and whenever
in a transaction, we always find  . In that case,


$
 -  and the conviction is  , signifying a “perfect” rule. Now if
and  are com

pletely independent, then observe that $
 

$ - $ - , in which case the conviction is equal
to 1, signifying no implication at all. Conviction
measures the departure from independence of and
 .
We have tried both interest and conviction in our
tool. We shall comment on our experience with both
measures in Section 3.

2. identify all CVS commits for applications
  !
; and
query "
consisting of words
, mine association rules of


the form # F # F'&(&(&F #%$ /*) , where ) is a
library class or function.

3. given

a

#   #   #%$

First, we identify all library classes and functions.
This is done by running the ctags utility on all library header files that may be included by applications.4 This is done for all libraries of interest
and all the results are put into a single item set
(+-,
+10 . For example, we may have 2+3,
+10
 871;  "
/././. 87:91;=< 
/././.
#
.
4"65
L4>3?
$!- >
$!Second, we identify all CVS commits for applica  !
. (Observe that a commit may intions
volve multiple files.) We denote each commit by a
CB
- , where
2-tuple, $A@
D

is the set of CVS commit message words,
@
all stemmed (e.g., “dragged” becomes “drag”),
along with all words found in the commit code,
including those that are part of identifiers (e.g.,
“drop” is extracted from QDropEvent), again
all stemmed;
B

D

is the set of code classes and functions in the
most recent version of the file(s) that are also
present in =+ , + 0 (e.g., QDropEvent and ac/././.
ceptDrag()).

These 2-tuples will be our “transactions” H in association rule terminology. The set of all such transactions G contains commits from all applications
 5 
. (The commit code is obtained using the
propagation technique described in Section 2.1, so
the commit code actually refers to the corresponding
code in the most recent version of the files.)
Third, given a query " consisting of words
#   #   #%$
, with all words #%E stemmed, we

Mining Library Usage Now we consider data
mining library usage. Suppose we are interested in
 
mining the usage of libraries 
in applica
 5 
tions
. (An application may use multiple
libraries at once.) There are three key steps:

4

We

use

the

version

of

ctags

from

1. identify all classes and functions in libraries http://ctags.sourceforge.net for C++. Private member functions
 5


;
are omitted from our analysis.
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mine association rules of the form # F # F &(&(& F
#%$
+10 .
/
) , where ) is a class or function in  +3,
/././.
(As we shall see in Section 3, the query may also
consist of library classes and functions; what is described here still applies in that case except that there
is no stemming of query words.) Data mining is
done on-the-fly at query time. Specifically, given
 5 #%$ "
the query " #
, we find all commits

E CB E
E "
 $A@
-/"
I @
. That is, we find all
commits whose words include all the query words.
From this, we consider the classes and functions ) to
B
return, where ) is in the code set E associated with a



commit in . We return a rule # F # F &(&(& F #%$ /

) for each such )
Of course, the order in which we return rules
# 
# 
#%$
F
F &(&(& F
/
) is important. Our tool
gives the user a choice of ranking library classes and
functions using either interest or conviction. (With
interest, there is no one-way implication, so the rule


is more accurately written as # F # F &(&(& F #%$ ) .
Moreover, some simple algebra shows that, if the
query is fixed, one obtains the same ranking using
interest as using conviction with backwards implica

tion # F # F &(&(&F #%$ ) ; consequently we only
consider conviction with forward implication along
with interest in our tool.)

query time, with association rules pruned when their
support is less than 10. Typically, the on-the-fly data
mining takes under 5 seconds in this data set.
Figure 2, (a) shows the results for the query “drag
drop” using interest ranking. (The user can also
switch to conviction ranking with forward implication using the Relation drop-down menu.) We observe that the classes and functions returned are indeed highly relevant to the drag drop query.
Our tool not only provides a list of library
classes/functions to accomplish a particular task
(e.g., drag drop), but also provides numerous code
fragments to demonstrate the kind of code people
write to accomplish that task. In particular, the applications are not only used to find relevant library
classes and functions, but also to demonstrate their
usage by example.
For example, clicking on the code link for class
QDropEvent results in the list of commits shown in
Figure 2, (b). These are commits that contain “drag”
and “drop” in the corresponding comment and/or
code. Observe that the commit comments are used to
give the user an idea of how relevant the commit is
with respect to the query given. In this way, the user
is more likely to click on a commit with useful code
to demonstrate usage of the library classes/functions
in question. Clicking on “Browse Code” in the top
commit shown in Figure 2, (b) yields the commit
code shown in Figure 3, (a). The code shown is from
the most recent version of the application, as “propagated” from the original commit. (See Section 2.1.)
It is also possible to use a library class or function as the query. For example, clicking on the “related” link of QMimeSource in Figure 2, (a) uses
this class as the query, in which case the system uses
the same data mining techniques discussed earlier
to find other classes and functions that tend to be
found in commits containing QMimeSource. In this
case, the query QMimeSource results in the classes
and functions shown in Figure 3, (b). By repeatedly clicking on “related”, it is possible to browse
related concepts of the library much as one browses
related concepts on the world wide web. In this case,

3 Tool
We have built a component retrieval tool based on the
techniques described in Section 2. Currently, C++
is supported, though other languages can be easily
added. The tool was run on 210 real-life KDE applications — including an office suite and web browser
— consisting of about 2.7 million lines of code, that
make use of the Qt and KDE GUI libraries. (The
KDE libraries extend the core functionality offered
by the Qt GUI toolkit.) In total, there were approximately 34,000 CVS commits spread across 12,194
application files. The tool found 1182 library classes
and 8537 (typically member) library functions used
in these applications. All data mining is done at
6

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Results for “drag drop” query shown in (a), ranked by interest; clicking on “code” link for
QDropEvent shows the list of corresponding commits in (b).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Clicking on “Browse Code” for first commit in Figure 2, (b) yields the commit code in (a); clicking
on the “related” link for QMimeSource in Figure 2, (a) yields (b).
8

starting with the “drag drop” query, we have found
the QMimeSource class, which represents an abstract piece of formatted data. Using QMimeSource
as the query yields not only drag and drop related
classes/functions, but also those related with cut and
paste. Indeed, both drag/drop and cut/paste are related concepts and operate on formatted data, as encapsulated in QMimeSource.

of numerous queries. Since conviction models unidirectional implication, it is possible to have uninteresting classes/functions show up for a particular
query simply because those classes/functions show
up in almost all commits. For example, the conviction ranking for “drag drop” has QString ranked 2nd
and QWidget ranked 3rd. Such classes are widely
used and are not so interesting in the context of drag
and drop. While interest does not have this problem,
it’s rankings of relevant classes/functions may not be
intuitive if those classes/functions tend to be used in
other contexts where the query words do not appear
— in which case they will be penalized in their ranking even if they are highly relevant to the query. In
future work, we shall consider using a combination
of the two measures as well as other completely different ranking methods.

Typically, an object-oriented library has many
more functions than it has classes, and finding the
right function to use can be especially difficult. To
give us some idea of the kinds of functions returned
by the tool, we ran it on queries corresponding to
the most widely used 100 library classes (as determined by the number of commits that contain those
classes in the code). For example, from the class
QDropEvent, we would consider the query “drop
event”. We call QDropEvent the query class since
the query was derived from this class. We then examined the functions returned by the tool. Averaged
across all such queries, we observed the following:
Top Conviction Interest
10
27.1%
22.2%
20
23.7%
20.4%
30
20.4%
18.5%
40
18.7%
17.2%
50
17.2%
16.0%
The table above shows the percentage of functions returned that are members (defined/inherited)
of the query class corresponding to the query performed. We see that this percentage tends to be
slightly greater for the conviction measure than it
is for the interest measure, and that the percentages goes down as the number of results returned increases. The majority of functions returned are those
not defined/inherited by the query class and that tend
to be used with the query class in practice — these
are usually shown in manually constructed library
documentation under the “see also” section.

4 Related Work
Our component retrieval tool extends our previous
work on CodeWeb [13, 14] and CVSSearch [6]. The
work on CodeWeb introduced the notion of library
reuse patterns, which are similar to our queries with
classes and functions (e.g., the “related” link). However, CodeWeb does not allow arbitrary queries with
on-the-fly data mining nor does it make use of CVS
commits. CVSSearch is a general purpose search
tool for code based on CVS commits but it has no
notion of libraries — that is, CVSSearch is not a
component retrieval system. The work in this paper
builds on CVSSearch to make into one.

Of course, researchers have taken numerous approaches to addressing the component retrieval problem. We discuss some of these below and point
out how our approach differs. As done elsewhere
While we have not formally evaluated the tool, by other authors, we shall also divide our discuswe have observed some differences between the in- sion into information retrieval and domain-specific
terest and conviction rankings after manual analysis approaches [11].
9

4.1 Information Retrieval Approaches
In the information retrieval approach, all information
is provided by natural language documentation of
the library components. Researchers have observed
that this method works well with libraries that include extensive documentation, such as Unix man
pages [3, 5, 9, 12]. Then one can rely on regularities
in the text such as relative word frequencies or lexical affinities [12]. The advantage of this approach
is that no semantic knowledge is used and no interpretation of the components and their documentation
is made. The goal is to characterize the component
documents rather than to understand them.
Our approach differs in several ways. Since we
cannot be sure of the quality of any particular CVS
comment, we rely instead on data mining patterns
across thousands of CVS comments. Moreover, we
do not use the library documentation at all. Rather,
we use the CVS comments associated with applications developed using the library. This has the added
advantage that as more applications are developed
for the library, our component retrieval system will
improve — by better handling typical queries and
even unusual queries that the authors of the library
may not have thought about (or documented).

4.2 Domain-Specific Approaches
Interestingly, domain specific approaches have been
much more popular than information retrieval methods for component retrieval in the software reuse
community [2, 7, 10, 17, 18, 19, 15]. In this approach, it is typically the case that a domain expert
manually provides descriptions of each component.
For example, in the faceted approach to component retrieval [17], an expert evaluates a component
with respect to several facets or viewpoints. As an
example, in a data structures library, an expert may
decide to describe the classes by facets allocation
= {bounded, unbounded} and iterator = {none,
supplied}. Using these facets, the expert may then
describe a linked-list class by the facet pairs (alloca-

tion, unbounded) and (iterator, supplied) say. A
similarity measure can be be defined over the facets
to determine which classes best match the user’s
query.
While such systems can be more accurate and
complete than those based on information retrieval,
there is a price to be paid: they require extensive
domain analysis to produce the high quality semantic descriptions of the components. Information retrieval methods are fully automated and are consequently much cheaper and more scalable.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented an alternative approach to constructing component retrieval systems
that makes use of the information associated with the
applications that use a library rather than information
associated with the library itself. As far as we know,
this is the first component retrieval system of its kind.
As we have discussed, this approach is particularly useful when the library documentation is poor
— as is often the case in the open source community
— and also has the advantage that as more applications are developed, the component retrieval system improves automatically in the kinds of queries
it can handle — and can even answer queries that
the library developers did not anticipate nor document (e.g., double buffering) as long as some application(s) written using the library implement the
concept and contain the corresponding concept keywords in the commit comments and/or code.
Another novelty of our approach is the fact the
we make use of CVS commits, which tend to contain code fragments relevant to only one or two concepts (and so it is easier to identify related library
classes/functions as well as those relevant to the
query), and are typically described by succinct and
meaningful CVS comments. However, even if the
CVS comments are of poor quality, our approach
also considers words in the commit code.
We have presented a ranking system that works
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code using CVS comments.
To appear
in International Conference on Software Maintenance, 2001. Available from
http://cvssearch.sourceforge.net.

by mining association rules. Two well-known measures, interest and conviction, were tried to indicate
the strength of the mined rules. Preliminary observations seem to indicate that both measures can be
useful — and perhaps should be combined. For future work, it would be interesting to attempt a more
formal evaluation of these two measures as well as
to try completely different data mining and/or information retrieval methods in our application-based
framework for component retrieval.

[7] P. Devanbu, P. G. Selfridge, B. W. Ballard, and
R. J. Brachman. A knowledge-based software
information system. In Proceedings of the International Joint Conferences on Artificial Intelligence, pages 110–115, 1989.
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